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ASSIGNMENT  
Option 1  

Food Mood Philosophy  
The Creation of YOUR Food Code + Mental Health Philosophy  

A personal food code + mental health philosophy is very similar to a creed. A creed is a 
set of beliefs or aims which guide someone's actions and creates self-accountability. So 
therefore, your food + mental health philosophy contains food and feeling guidelines; 
rules that are specific to your needs that ultimately reflect the choices that support your 
journey in achieving strong mental health.  

Your food code + mental health philosophy defines how you choose your foods, as well 
as the lifestyle practices that go with that. You will use this food + mental health 
philosophy to build your own relationship with whole food, but most importantly you 
will use this food + mental health philosophy as a guide to build, and maintain strong 
mental health. Creating your own food philosophy gives you the power and 
commitment to build a foundation to thrive and live well in.  

Ask yourself, how do you want to eat and feel that will support your overall health and 
wellness? Are you processed foods or fresh, local foods? Are you vegetarian, vegan or 
do you prefer meat? What do you need to thrive and live well in? 

TO START - What you need to do 

Your personal food code + mental health philosophy can take many forms and may 
change over time, but the key is to get started, so that your food code + mental health  
philosophy can grow as you grow. You may research inspiration from various leaders in 
the food industry such as chefs, bloggers, health and wellness enthusiasts but the key 
is to bring it all together and make it your own.  

You can write your personal food code + mental health philosophy in a paragraph 

form, or in bullet points. The key is to be clear, to the point and concise. 

Consider answering this question: What fosters a vibrant me?  



This food philosophy can also be seen as your health and wellness mission statement.  

Need a little help, explore your local library’s cookbook section for inspiration. You can 
gain a lot of insight from the introductions of cookbooks. Or jump online and search 
around the Internet, you may find some super cool food bloggers or health and 
wellness advocates that share their love for food and well-being.  

BRAINSTORM HERE 

 

       

ME 

To complete this assignment use your Student Manual and Workbook.



ASSIGNMENT  
Option 2 

One or Three Day Meal Plan 
The Creation of YOUR Go-To Meal Plan 

What is meal planning? Meal planning is deciding what you will be eating for the 
upcoming week, gathering the food and then doing some or all of the preparation of 
the food in advance. It is a fundamental skill to setting yourself up to succeed in the 
kitchen. It is a valuable tool that can help support and empower you in make healthy 
food choices to fuel your mental health.  

Let’s get started! In this assignment you will be tasks to creating your very own one (1) 
or three (3) day meal plan. Using the knowledge you gained during the workshop 
session and the information provided to you in your Student Manual, create a meal 
plan that will be helpful for you to support your mood on bad days.  

Assignment Check List 

Step 1: Fill in your meal plan Template [  ] 

Step 2: Write Recipes [  ] 

Step 3: Make a grocery list [  ] 

Step 4: Determine Prep Method [  ]  

Step 5: Record References [  ] 



STEP 1 - Meal Plan Template 

One (1) Day 

One (3) Day 

DAY 1

Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Supper

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3

Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack



STEP 2 - Recipe’s  

Breakfast - Recipe Title 
By: 

Ingredients: 
Directions: 

Snack - Recipe Title 
By: 

Ingredients: 
Directions: 

Lunch - Recipe Title 
By: 

Ingredients: 
Directions: 

Snack - Recipe Title 
By: 

Ingredients: 
Directions: 

Supper - Recipe Title 
By: 

Supper

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3



Ingredients: 
Directions: 

STEP 3 - Grocery List 

 

Notes:  



STEP 4 - Write out which meal prep method you would use to prepare your meals and 
why you choose this method.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]



 

STEP 5 - References 

For each recipe, include the name of the recipe, who wrote the recipe, and include the 
name of the book or website that the recipe came from. 

For Example:  
Breakfast Recipe Title: Breakfast Berry Smoothie 
By: Erin Abraham, www.nourishedroot.ca/recipes/breakfastberrysmoothie 


